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WHAT IS POSSIBLE
with Runbeck Election Services

Runbeck Election Services, Inc. is a full service election solution provider since 1972.
Founded by Chuck Runbeck and headquartered in Phoenix, AZ, Runbeck successfully
innovates the process of producing elections for jurisdictions around the country. Our
expertise is trusted to deliver customized election solutions. We touch more than
42 million registered voters—that’s 22%—and we value every single one.

RELIABLE RESULTS
Embodying the spirit of “what is possible”, Runbeck has developed cutting-edge
equipment, software and production methods which provide peace of mind during
elections. Each result is delivered using the latest technology. Operations are conducted
at our fully capable, secure facilitydesigned specifically for the production of electionrelated materials. All hardware, software and printing services are completed in the
United States—no offshore resources are used! Best practices along with advanced
technology ensures that partners receive reliable solutions.

EXPERIENCE TRANSLATES TO PARTNERS’ SUCCESS
From the smallest to the largest—everyone deserves carefully customized processes
and customer support for elections. For nearly five decades, Runbeck has experience
working with cities, counties and states to provide successful results, so our partners
feel confident producing elections together now and in the future.

TRUSTED : : RELIABLE : : EXPERIENCED
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Print & Mail
Printing and Data Services
Printing and processing is accomplished through
multiple resources and options:
✓ Variable Printing

✓ Scoring

✓ Web Printing

✓ Tabbing

✓ Full-Service File Prep

✓ Ink-Jetting

✓ Cutting

✓ Labeling

✓ Folding

✓ Padding

✓ Perforating

✓ Stitching

✓ CASS Certification

✓ Intelligent Inserting

and Barcoding

Simplifying the Complex—
Vote-By-Mail Printing,
Inserting and Mail Processing
Runbeck manages millions of vote-by-mail
ballots per election cycle and offers our
customers high-integrity inserting and sorting.
Ballot and election-related printing and mailing
services are some of the most complex projects
in the industry.
Runbeck delivers accurate, reliable print and
mail processing. We specialize in inserting and
processing inbound and outbound mail ballots
using our in-house sorting systems. Automated
systems eradicate errors caused by manual
insertion resulting in lower costs and increased
speeds, thus, successful elections.
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All Print & Mail is completed start to finish at our secure Phoenix facility—
no offshore processing or printing!

The Full Process Under One Roof
Benefit from the efficiency and security of keeping the entire process with one partner and
in one facility. All of the stages complement each other with a series of audit procedures
occurring after each stage. The process system is structured to maintain a 100% chain of
custody with full control of the client’s data, printing, inserting, mail sorting and the final
audit paperwork tying the entire process together.

Ballot
Preparation
and Proofing

Requests File
Processing

Ballot
Printing

Ballot
Inserting

Ballot
Folding

Postal
Paperwork

Postal
Sorting

Postal
Tracking of
Mail Pieces

Delivery to
USPS

Technology Meets
Ballot Printing
The Runbeck team specializes in providing
high-quality ballot and election document
printing. Using our advanced digital press
machines, we have efficiently produced
over 100 million ballots for major tabulation
systems as well as hundreds of millions
of pages of election support materials.
Runbeck’s systems are certified to print
ballots by all major tabulation manufacturers.
Technology drives our ballot printing, We
develop, test and purchase state-of-the-art
equipment which ensures all ballots and
polling place materials are produced in an
economical and efficient manner.

www.Runbeck.net l 877-230-2737
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Streamline Your Production
Our 90,000 square foot purpose built facility contains top-notch mailing units that accommodate
full-service file preparation, laser and ink-jet addressing, folding, tabbing, intelligent inserting and
more. We offer Intelligent Mail Barcode tracking, end-to-end mail ballot tracking, audit and mail piece
tracking with easy customer portal access. Our staff is trained in USPS requirements and regulations
as well as the certifications and specifications required for high-integrity mail services. Additionally,
an on-site postal inspector can verify the mail manifests before trucks are loaded.

FULL SERVICE : : ACCURATE : : AUTOMATED
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Ancillary Election Materials & Publications
Your elections are more than only your ballots. Don’t get overwhelmed with handling
all of your extra printing needs. We can manage those projects so you can focus on
your election. Whether your necessity is sample ballots, publicity pamphlets, registers,
rosters, postcards or voter registration cards, we can provide them.
✓ Envelopes for mail ballots

✓ Voter ID card mailers

✓ Voter information guides

✓ 90-Day notices

✓ Publicity pamphlets

✓ Sample ballots

✓ Inserts

✓ “I Voted” stickers

✓ Postcards

Print & Mail Customer Portal
As a useful resource for clients, the Customer Portal provides accurate proof of processing
and mail tracking.

Postal Voting Consulting
Runbeck helps customers craft industry-relevant specifications and requirements based on
their application and needs. Our teams work to minimize risks associated with installing new
technology. We leverage both internal and external resources to provide the best postal voting
expertise for our clients from start to finish.

www.Runbeck.net l 877-230-2737
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Agilis Ballot PACKET
Sorting System
®

::

Ideal for counties with over
50,000 registered voters!

Saves Time. Easy to Use.

The Runbeck Agilis is an advanced solution that makes vote-by-mail ballot packet sorting quick,
easy and affordable. It adheres to USPS automation standards for mail-handling including
thickness and rigidity requirements. The system scans and extracts signature images for fast
verification processing with signatures on file. It processes up to 18,000 pieces per hour—ideal
for counties with 50,000+ registered voters.

Secure.
The Agilis provides election officials the ability to sort their own mail ballot envelopes and
verify voter signatures with complete accuracy and with a full audit trail inside their own secure
facility. The Agilis eliminates the movement of ballots around an office so all non-tabulated
ballots remain in a secure location during sorting and signature verification.

Portable.
Measuring just 60”W x 73”H x 34”D without the stackers, the equipment fits in a limited working
space. The Agilis is built on wheels for portability and plugs into a standard 110V outlet.

PRODUCT FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Portable and convenient on wheels
Customizable sort options
Scalable to sorting needs, up to 128 pockets
Process speeds up to 18,000/hour
Automated image capture
Automated signature verification
On-screen manual verifications

•
•
•
•
•

Sorts Valid/Challenged ballot envelopes
Side-by-side cropped/extended views of signatures
Downloads daily updates from VR
Time and date stamp
Full audit capabilities

Product Compatibility
✓ Verus Automated Signature Verification

SWIFT & ACCURATE : : EASY-TO-USE

Multiple Verification Options
Cameras throughout the Agilis capture the entire front side of
the ballot envelope and extract the signature image. The internal
verification process confirms that each envelope is signed by
the registered voter and registers its receipt by the county. Each
image can be archived for use by county personnel in on-site or
off-site signature verification processes. Questioned ballots, such
as envelopes with no signature, are identified and separated
during the sorting process for manual review.

Signature verification can take place via two methods:

1

On-site/Off-site with the Runbeck Agilis. Using
this approach, the extracted signature image
is displayed on an Agilis terminal screen and
compared with the archived image signature in
the voter registration database.

2

Automated Review & Compare. Using Runbeck’s
optional software and processes, the Agilis can
be configured to automatically compare the
image with the archived image signature in the
voter registration database.

www.Runbeck.net l 877-230-2737
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AgilisDuo Tabletop mail Ballot
Sorting System
TM

Fast. Time Saver. Flexible.
The Runbeck AgilisDuo is an innovative low to mid-volume mail ballot packet sorting solution
that makes vote-by-mail envelope processing quick, easy and affordable for a wider range
of jurisdictions. The AgilisDuo delivers exceptional throughput and scanned image quality for
quality signature image capture. Experience faster tabulation results and immediate updates
to Voter Registration databases.
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Transportable and Compact

Multiple Verification Options

The AgilisDuo is a desktop mail scanner that
allows counties with lower volumes to reduce
costs while improving operations efficiency. It
provides high quality and efficient processing
and reduces document preparation costs. The
unit measures 73”W x 23”H x 23”D making it
small enough to fit in office space. This system is
ideal for small to midsize jurisdictions looking for
space-saving, high quality sorting solutions.

The AgilisDuo can capture the entire front
side of a ballot envelope, crop the signature
image to allow county personnel to perform
signature verification on each and every
envelope. This process eliminates the need
for election staff to move trays of envelopes
between various desks and office locations,
which allows the envelopes to remain in a
secure area.

PRODUCT FEATURES
• Portable and convenient tabletop model

• Works offline

• Process speeds up to 1,500 per hour/200dpi

• Full audit capabilities

• Automated image capture

• Output images as TIFFs

• On-screen display for manual verifications

• Plugs into regular 110v outlet

With AgilisDuo, do in THREE HOURS
what can take THREE DAYS.

INNOVATIVE : : COMPACT : : FLEXIBLE
www.Runbeck.net l 877-230-2737
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Verus Pro AUTOMATED
SIGNATURE VERIFICATION
TM

Faster Prep for Faster Reporting
While integrating with an inbound mail sorter, this solution will evaluate current signature
images from the sorter folder and compares them to the reference images from the voter
registration database. This solution consists of a personal computer running the Automated
Signature Verification application which integrates with a voter registration system. Automated
Signature Verification saves time and ultimately prepares ballots for faster tabulation.

Verus

Verus Pro

Works seamlessly with
the Agilis Sorting System

Integrates with client’s
current inbound mail sorter

AGILIS

OR

User Benefits:
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✓

Automated signature comparison

✓

Ballots tabulated faster

✓

Integration with the VR system

✓

Results reported sooner

✓

Faster signature verification processing

✓

Provides configurable acceptance score

✓

Auditable

Product Compatibility
✓ Verus with Agilis Sorting System

Vocem PETITION MANAGEMENT
Software
TM

Expedite Petition Processing—Save Time and Resources
One of the more tedious, time consuming and costly tasks that election officials must
perform is the verification of names and signatures for petitions. This manual process
of evaluating and validating submitted petitions must be completed in a very short time
frame. Using advanced technology for signature and address recognition, Vocem
streamlines the petition process. The easy-to-use software can integrate with any Voter
Registration (VR) database and can place updated petition information into the VR
database. Audit trails and reports are expedited so time is saved to focus on elections.

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Reduces the need for additional staffing
N
 o handling physical pages after scanning
 ull audit history—digital chain of custody
F
Automated reports, receipts and notices
A
 utomated name, address & sig comparison

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Automated row counting
Real time petition processing data
Duplicates signature checking
Voter Registration integration
Easy workflow management

Vocem works in 3 phases. After petitions are scanned, the software:
Counts the number of pages
Recognizes number of possible records per page

PHASE

1

Identifies completed rows/fields
Identifies missing and crossed out rows/fields
Formulates a raw count of all completed
and potentially valid records

PHASE

2

Uses approved algorithm to perform sampling
specific to state or county statutes
Performs automated lookup of name/address
Performs automated signature comparison

PHASE

3

Indexes on key fields for accurate searches
Executes data exchange or integration
with voter registration systems
Completes petition processing
www.Runbeck.net l 877-230-2737
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Sentio BALLOT PRINTING SYSTEM®
Runbeck’s Sentio Ballot Printing System provides election officials
the ability to produce accurate ballots on-site and on-demand
in varying quantities—from individual early voting or counter
ballots to large batches of mail ballots. This advanced solution
is flexible, secure and cost-effective. The Sentio System helps
jurisdictions print correct ballots with complete accuracy and
with a full audit trail.

Software Optimized for Efficiency
Sentio features enhanced software optimized for faster
performance. This advanced technology significantly reduces
print time and includes features generated by customers such as
consolidated tabs and an improved WYSIWYG user interface.

Multiple Form Factors and
Customized Pricing Options
Sentio features enhanced software optimized for faster
performance. This advanced technology significantly reduces
print time. It’s designed to capture jurisdictions’ requirements with
easy-to-use features such as consolidated tabs and an improved
WYSIWYG user interface.

Why Choose Sentio?
✓ SMART: Connects to voter registration to print voter’s correct ballot
✓ ACCURATE: Eliminates human error in selecting and handling ballots
✓ SECURE: Multi-layered security protects against unauthorized use
✓ EFFICIENT: Duplexes ballots up to 22” — get more layout on less pages
✓ ECONOMICAL: Only generates the quantities specified
✓ VERIFIABLE: Full audit trail of all requested ballots
✓ EASY-TO-USE: Specifically designed for use by non-technical operators
✓ MOBILE: The purpose-built cart is an ideal option for Vote Centers
12

SECURE : : INNOVATIVE : : EFFECTIVE

Discover the Sentio Solutions
Our Sentio products cover a range of ballot types used across the nation—the universal design is
usable with other tabulation systems! Contact a Runbeck Sales Representative to discuss which of
our multiple Sentio Printing Solutions works for your jurisdiction.

Sentio Provides Options

Product Compatibility

Includes:

Sentio is compatible with Runbeck’s Software:

■

Sentio Laptop with Software

■

Ballot Printers

■

Cart with laptop lockdown

✓ Novus® Ballot Duplication
✓ SollusTM In-house Ballot Printing
✓ Simulo® UOCAVA Eballot Duplication System

Additional options:
■

Envelope Printer

■

Portability Case

1-877-230-2737

Visit Runbeck.net/Resources
to view a Sentio video and to
download a Spec Sheet.

www.Runbeck.net l 877-230-2737
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Simulo® UOCAVA EBALLOT
DUPLICATION System
Simulo Ballot Duplication Software is uniquely designed to duplicate live UOCAVA eballots.
Using Simulo, Election Officials can print tabulation-ready paper ballots that match the
voters’ electronic selections. This easily configurable software can be coupled with the Sentio
Ballot Printing System to print UOCAVA ballots in minutes. The Simulo/Sentio interface is the
perfect on-site solution to save time and money and eliminate human error.

UOCAVA
PROCESS
UOCAVA ballot
requested by voter

County receives and
prints voted ballot

Eballot system
produces online ballot

Ballot sent back to
the County

Eballot credentials received
and voted by voter

SIMULO AT WORK

County scans barcode
on the “informal” ballot
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Simulo Software receives
voted ballot information and
formats official ballot

Sentio prints an
official ballot

Tabulation at County
facility

Configure With Ease
Election operators scan the 2D barcode on the printed, web-based or UOCAVA eballot and the
Simulo Software interprets the correct ballot style, race, position and format using a set mapping
configuration. This mapping configuration is specific to the ballot style and allows the software
to mark the ballot PDF with the voter’s choices automatically. Once marked, ballot PDFs can be
printed to become the official ballot on the Sentio Ballot Printing System. The final step is to verify
and tabulate to complete the web-based ballot delivery system. The Simulo Ballot Duplication
Software configures the overlay of ballot Unique Identifier on the duplicated ballot for easy
verification. Simulo integrates with eballoting or UOCAVA eballot systems.

Simulo Software Features
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Password security
Easy-to-use file menu drop-down user interface
Clear and time-stamped processing queue window
Double-click scanned image view
Unique identifier overlay
On/Off double-scan check feature

The Simple Process
1. Import election database
2. Configure barcode and
unique ID locations
3. Start processing
4. Scan-in ballots

Product Compatibility
✓ Sentio Ballot Printing Systems

www.Runbeck.net l 877-230-2737
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Novus® BALLOT DUPLICATION Software
Save Valuable Time
The process of duplicating damaged or unreadable ballots can
cause undue stress at E-5 through Election Day. The Novus
Ballot Duplication Software allows jurisdictions to process up
to 150 ballots per hour vs. 30 ballots per hour with traditional
methods. Election Officials can recreate a ballot onscreen within
a secure and transparent environment. Novus is user-friendly
for jurisdictions—it can be used by 20 simultaneous
duplication teams!

Product Compatibility
✓

Sentio Ballot Printing Systems

Novus Software Features
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

Faster ballot duplication
Completely transparent
Full audit reporting
Scanned image view

T
 ime-stamped processing queue window
Duplicate IDs eliminate duplication errors
Interface compatible with touchscreen
D
 uplicates UOCAVA ballots to tabulation-ready ballots

THE NOVUS PROCESS

1

Ballots are scanned and
assigned a duplicate ID

2
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3

The scanned and duplicate
images are displayed side-by-side
for manual review and changes

Scanned ballots are batched
and imported into Novus

4

5

Upon admin’s approval,
duplicated ballots move
to print queue for print

Finalized duplicates move to
approval queue for review

SOLLUS

TM

Take Control of Ballot Printing
Sollus gives control to the counties which are perfectly
sized to handle their own ballot printing in-house.
Runbeck developed this software by combining
best practices, expert knowledge nearly 50 years of
completing elections. It is ideal for those counties to
confidently use to improve their election processes.

Manage a Successful Election
✓ Control of election dates
✓ Control of ballot printing
✓ Less waste. Order blank ballot stock that can be
used in multiple elections vs. pre-printed ballots
✓ Reduce stress before an election
✓ No waiting behind larger jurisdiction’s ballot printing
✓ Save time searching for the right vendor
✓ Use time efficiently with a flexible printing schedule

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Q
 uickly reprint damaged ballots on demand.
No need to print extras ‘just in case’
C
 ontrol of county boxing and distribution needs
E
 liminate waiting due to delays for official ballots
ROI for the long term

Product Compatibility
✓ Sentio Ballot Printers

Software Features
• Ballots meet tabulation specs
• Easy-to-use print software
• Easy implementation
• Seamless integration

www.Runbeck.net l 877-230-2737
FAST : : SECURE : : TRANSPARENT
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ServiceS
Customer Service
At Runbeck, we don’t just settle for a good customer service experience. It’s
our endeavor to truly partner with each and every customer. Our business
development and Client Services Management teams utilize a consultative
approach to maintaining ongoing communication. We are always
encouraging open and honest feedback from our partners and take the
time to listen to expectations and needs. Our team knows how to navigate
complex projects on behalf of our partners.

Project Management
Runbeck’s Client Services Managers (CSM) tend to their assigned customers,
providing proposed project plans for implementation of our services and
products. A project plan will be discussed, collaborated and approved by
you to ensure complete understanding and satisfaction of the method.
Plans include delivery dates, installation, acceptance testing, training, election
preparation, implementation, support and maintenance. Ultimately our
process enables us to complete full implementation and delivery.

Quality Control
Runbeck utilizes closed caption, real-time cameras, monitoring the entire
workflow process paired with a production schedule supplied to partners
with random document call-outs. Every single ballot is hand-checked, and
we employ a strict and measurable review of all production equipment before,
during and after election cycles to ensure the highest quality products.

Security
Multi-layered security protocols are provided to protect against unauthorized
use and access to files, facilities and equipment. The security systems include
50 facility cameras in use 24/7 and strict entry access entrances. We work
closely with Department of Homeland Security, the FBI and the City of
Phoenix along with two Cybersecurity firms to keep data secure. Additionally,
we are currently completing Soc 2 Type 2 Report.
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Logistics, Installation and Testing
We will ensure that the delivery of all products comply with the client’s time
frame. Prior to delivery, we will test the products with the specific application,
ensuring quality, reliability and desired results

.

Software and Hardware Maintenance
Various options are available for software maintenance of our products.
Partners can choose the option to have election data backed up and archived
for pre- and post-election needs. An additional option is new minor software
updates with testing and validation. Annual preventive maintenance is
available which includes: cleaning, inspection and replacement of worn
components, removal of outdated information, updating of firmware and
software and replacement of worn parts.

Training
Scheduled training is provided at the convenience of the client. We utilize
comprehensive training programs with Field Services Team to ensure
understanding and knowledge of all products and services.

24/7 Service and Support
With elections come complexity and the need for assurance—be assured
with 24/7 assistance. We supply the service and support to plan, perform
and finalize Election Day. The Runbeck team ensures client access to
essential resources and information for success.

On-Site Field Support
Along with our 24/7 technical support, Runbeck works directly with partners
to identify additional election support including an on-site technician as
needed. Field Services Technicians provide assistance and performing
maintenance so processes run smoothly.

Contact us today:
Runbeck Election Services, Inc. l www.Runbeck.net
2800 S. 36th Street, Phoenix, AZ 85034
info@Runbeck l 877-230-2737 l 602-230-0510
Visit Runbeck.net/Resources to see videos of our
products and download product information.

www.Runbeck.net l 877-230-2737
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Cybersecurity
Safety Through Technology
Runbeck has partnered with CyberDefenses,
a premier cybersecurity services
organization, to provide the highest
level of cybersecurity guidance, security,
training and support available. Our unique
combination of services and training
ensures clients are prepared to address all
cybersecurity challenges.

Guidance & Assessment
We perform a detailed assessment of your
current cybersecurity environment, then offer
executive-level advice on resources, risk, costs
and in-depth customized road maps to ensure
better protection against future threats.

Full Issue Mitigation
Our full issue mitigation services secure any
weaknesses found during the assessment. As
a result, clients’ systems, processes, procedure
and staff are as prepared as possible.

Full Security Monitoring Services
Runbeck’s portfolio is tightly engineered to
ensure your protection against any adversary.
We specialize in security operations,
data protection, threat hunting, dark web
monitoring, issue mitigation and cyber
response. In addition, our cyber experts
monitor your systems and network 24/7.
Rest easy—we are on the watch.
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Incidence Response &
Preparedness Tabletop Exercises
Our team jumps into full action to assist
your response to a cyberattack swiftly and
effectively. We help clients stop the incident,
determine the extent of the damage and put
a remediation plan into effect immediately.
Cybersecurity also includes conducting
tabletop, virtual and on-site Incident
Response Exercises. Every member of
the clients’ teams will gain the skills and
knowledge to respond to threats before
an attack happens, reducing any negative
impact.

Cyber Academy
We offer innovative training in multiple areas
of threat intelligence and forensics to help
clients understand and mitigate cyber threats.
This education-focused model gives the tools
and knowledge needed to provide exceptional
protection for clients’ businesses.

Green Initiative
Committed to Environmental Sustainability
Runbeck is leading the country in environmental efforts as they relate to printing. Our commitment
to improve the environment is shown in our business strategy, our work with clients, operational
activities and the support of employees. We understand the impact printing has on the
environment—paper and water consumption, greenhouse gas emissions and waste generation—
and we are taking measurable action to reduce the impact. We hope to set a new standard for the
industry to follow, so collectively we can focus on the goal of preserving our environment.

The newly-built Headquarters in Phoenix incorporates:
◗ Zero Emissions – Digital printing uses NO inks or chemicals which emit Volatile Organic Compounds.
◗ R
 esponsibly Forested Paper – Paper stock for ballots is sourced from mills and distributors who
meet the standards of SFI and FSC responsibly managed forests. We purchase the highest
percentage of Post Consumer Waste (PCW) ballot stock allowed by the tabulation systems
(which still enables total ballot tabulation accuracy). Our envelope paper stock has a PCW up to 30%.

◗ S
 olar Power – Our building incorporates a sophisticated solar power rooftop grid with 938 panels
which supplies 80% of our daytime power usage. Two parking areas with 263 additional rooftop
solar panels will be complete in 2019.

◗ R
 educed Landfill Waste – Reduce and reclaim waste from production and in-office in addition
to a robust recycling program.

◗ L ED Lighting – LED and motion-controlled lighting throughout the facility for highly efficient and
long-lasting energy use.

◗ G
 ray water, a by-product of our climate-controlled environment, is directed to the Xeriscape
surrounding our building significantly reducing our need for city-supplied water.

This Guide is printed on FSC certified paper and contains a minimum 10% PCW content.

www.Runbeck.net l 877-230-2737
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